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Abstract

Where does innovation come from? This research models producer incentives to innovate
with a focus on the role of audiences in constructing quality thresholds within markets.
Market audiences create mechanisms for identifying the highest quality producers
in a market. I highlight a key distinction between fixed quality thresholds (such
as accreditations) and quality thresholds that respond to producer quality (such as
rankings or best-of-breed awards). Producers evaluate how the inherently risky nature
of innovation interacts with these thresholds. The model predicts conditions under
which innovation emerges from the best producers in a market, from producers near the
threshold in a market, from both, or from nowhere. Such predictions generalize and
simplify several existing organizational theories of innovation.
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reviewers for giving this piece a final kick it sorely needed. Any remaining errors are my own.
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Introduction

There are markets where only the best get better. There are markets where mid-tier firms innovate

and end up surpassing their superiors. There are markets marked by change throughout, where no

firm chooses or can choose to keep its product constant. There are markets with no change. There

is a locus of innovation in any market, but the locus changes from market to market. Organizational

theory has no shortage of explanations. Law firms feature a pattern of middle-status conformity,

with mid-tier firms sticking to established practice, while the best and worst firms adopt novel,

unusual practices (Phillips and Zuckerman, 2001). Law schools, in contrast, face constraint from

rankings, with schools throughout the rankings changing their existing strategies to try to climb

higher (Sauder and Espeland, 2009). Competing firms in general may enter Red Queen races,

running to out-innovate their rivals just to stay in the same relative place (Barnett, 2008). At the

same time, firms in general may innovate only so long as they fail to meet some aspiration level of

performance (Greve, 2003b). There is no clear guide for when to apply any particular theory to any

particular market.

While existing theory traces how specific market structures generate specific patterns of in-

novation, this research lays out a general framework for predicting where in a market innovation

will emerge. The availability of innovation opportunities exerts a global effect on all producers in

the market while quality thresholds exert a local effect on nearby producers; the two interact to

determine which producers will innovate and which will stay put. In particular, quality thresholds

represent a novel generalization of a number of concepts previously discussed in organizational

theory. This article argues that quality thresholds come in two kinds, and that the nature of quality

thresholds in a market interacts with the favorability of innovation risks in the market to produce a

typology of innovation. This typology describes the conditions in which innovation in the market

will come out of the highest quality producers, from those near the threshold, from everywhere in

the market, or from nowhere.

The framework relies on two types of uncertainty inherent in markets. Markets bring together

producers, who present offers, and audiences, who must select among them. Because producers

can be complex and difficult to evaluate (Zuckerman, 1999; Hannan et al., 2007; Vergne and Wry,

2014), audiences create mechanisms to simplify their decisions. These mechanisms can take the
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form of category schemes (Zuckerman, 1999), more formal rating systems (Kovács and Hannan,

2015; Rao et al., 2005), status distinctions (Podolny, 1993; Gould, 2002), or best-of-breed awards

(Rossman and Schilke, 2014). Such mechanisms serve to simplify an audience member’s evaluation

and selection of particular producers by distilling their hard-to-discern quality or qualities into

a discrete evaluation (March and Simon, 1958; Greve, 2003b)—is this particular producer one of

the good ones or one of the bad ones? In general, such mechanisms create thresholds separating

lower-quality from higher-quality producers. Thresholds help audiences more easily decide how to

divide their scarce resources and attention among the producers that deserve them.

Producers react to quality thresholds. Producers must balance the threat of competition from

similar peers against the threat of falling outside audience consideration if they offer a particularly

unusual product (Deephouse, 1999; Zuckerman, 1999). More concretely, if producers attempt to

differentiate through an unusual product offer, they may find themselves excluded or penalized in

ratings and rankings, dropped from award consideration, or left out of informal categorizations.

They will find themselves below audience thresholds and starved for resources. When producers

decide to innovate—to change their product—they must wrestle with this constraint imposed by

their audience.

Quality thresholds, however, come in two kinds, and the nature of the quality threshold

determines how a producer must react. The article highlights this distinction between two ideal

types of thresholds: Fixed thresholds, such as accreditations, ratings, or categorical rules, demarcate

boundaries that are stable over time. Responsive thresholds, such as rankings, or best-of-breed

awards, demarcate boundaries that change when the quality or identity of the best producers

change—they grade producers on a curve. If all producers in a market get better, a fixed threshold

such as an accreditation will reward more of them; a responsive threshold such as a top-10 award will

only ever reward the top ten.1 Conversely, if a subpar rival improves their quality, a top producer

may be ejected out of the top ten but would not lose an accreditation. Consideration of quality

thresholds adds to the risk inherent in all attempts at organizational change and innovation (Cyert
1This distinction is similar to the difference between grading students on a rubric and grading students on a curve.

A literature in education discusses this as the difference between “criterion-referenced evaluation” and “norm-referenced
evaluation” (Glaser, 1963; Natriello, 1987). Findings there appear primarily to focus on student motivation and
outcomes, and are hard to map directly into questions of innovation. Some findings do, however, suggest that
norm-referenced (i.e. responsive threshold) grading tends to improve effort and learning by students in competition
for the highest grades, as compared to criterion-referenced (i.e. fixed threshold) grading. Threshold dynamics would
predict similar motivational effects.
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and March, 1963; Levinthal, 1997; Hannan et al., 2003). Under fixed thresholds, producers above

the threshold will avoid innovation for fear of failure, while those below the threshold will innovate

with the hope of getting lucky (c.f. Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; March and Simon, 1958; Greve,

2003b). Under responsive thresholds, however, the threat that innovation by low-quality producers

will raise the threshold forces producers above the threshold to innovate defensively.

Finally, opportunities for innovation may vary from market to market, so that producers may

expect that innovation risks are generally favorable and likely to raise a producer’s quality, or

generally unfavorable, and likely to lower it. When innovation risks are generally favorable, producers

would want to pursue them. When innovation risks are generally unfavorable, producers would

prefer to avoid them. Quality thresholds complicate this calculus, inducing some producers to

pursue unfavorable innovations and others to avoid favorable opportunities.

The combination of these two features—the nature of quality thresholds and the favorability of

innovation opportunities—generates a typology of innovation in markets, predicting which segments

of a market will choose to innovate. Depending on the nature of thresholds and the favorability of

opportunities in a market, innovation may emerge only from the highest-quality producers, only

from producers near the threshold, from both, or from neither. The end result is a framework for

describing the role that audience boundaries and producer reactions to them play in determining

how innovation emerges in markets. This framework simplifies and generalizes existing theories of

innovation, showing how a number of existing theories of markets can combine to produce a single

coherent description of market behavior.

I lay out this theory using a formal model and simulation of producer behavior in the presence of

audience thresholds. Producers strategically evaluate the value of pursuing risky innovations. They

make these decisions with the expectation that their competitors may likewise pursue innovations,

and that the success and failure of their competitors affects audience thresholds in the market. I

look for equilibrium patterns of behavior in these markets. The article begins by discussing the

basic constructs of the theory, then moves into the construction and results of the formal model,

before concluding on the general consequences of the framework.
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Quality Evaluations in Markets

Audiences meet producers in a market. Audiences comprise consumers and key stakeholders, such

as government agencies, employees, or market intermediaries like critics and analysts. Audiences

hold resources that producers want, and producers make offers to the audience in order to access

these resources (c.f. Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; White, 1981; Zuckerman, 1999). The set of offers

audiences must sort through is complex and heterogeneous, in part because producers face strong

incentives to differentiate their offers to avoid direct competition (Deephouse, 1999). Yet audiences

must find some way to sort through these offers.

I assume that in any market, audience members can aggregate the various characteristics of any

particular offer into some measure of quality. Given available information, an audience member can

recognize a producer as high or low quality. This perception of quality need not reflect some ‘true’

quality of the producer (Podolny, 1993; Lynn et al., 2009). I assume further that it pays to be high

quality: a producer generally recognized as high quality can expect to receive greater resource than

a low quality rival.

Because gathering information on offers and evaluating them is difficult, most audience members

cannot perfectly evaluate the quality of any particular producer and instead rely on various

institutions to aid their search. They may rely on public rating systems (e.g. Kovács and Hannan,

2015; Rao et al., 2005), rankings (e.g. Sauder and Espeland, 2009), awards (Rossman and Schilke,

2014; Kaniel and Parham, 2017), intermediaries (Zuckerman, 1999), status distinctions (Podolny,

1993, 2001; Gould, 2002), or implicitly understood categorizations (Zuckerman, 1999; Hsu, 2006b;

Hannan et al., 2007). Such institutions create sharp distinctions in the perceived quality of otherwise

similar producers and can generate discontinuities in the rewards they receive from the audience.

Oscar awards, for instance, produce sharp differences between winners and also-rans (Rossman

and Schilke, 2014); mutual fund tier lists drive investment into the highlighted funds (Kaniel and

Parham, 2017); even otherwise continuous school rankings generate discontinuities for colleges that

make it “above the fold” (Bowman and Bastedo, 2009). In effect, such institutions act as quality

thresholds that producers must meet in order to participate fully in a market.

Even if individual audience members differ in their preferences or evaluations of particular

producers (Kovács and Liu, 2016), such centralized institutions work to synchronize individual
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decisions. As such, they not only simplify the decision-making process of audience members, but

produce a shared reference point that producers in the market can target.2

Risky Innovation

Producers have incentives to differentiate from peers and improve their quality in order to win

greater rewards from the audience. They can do this by choosing to innovate, by changing features

of their offer or production process. I assume that such changes are invariably risky (c.f. Kacperczyk

et al., 2015)—insofar as producers had any safe changes to make, they would have made them already.

Any further changes take them in the direction of exploring a complex landscape of possible offers

(Nelson and Winter, 1982; Levinthal, 1997; Hannan et al., 2003). Producers may have observed a

number of alternatives in that space, along with the success of those alternatives. But whether they

choose to imitate existing peers or explore novel offers, producers’ ability to predict the consequences

of their actions is limited. When a producer innovates, they may find that their new offer is more

appealing to some subset of the audience than they expected, or that it is less appealing. They may

find that their new offer synergizes with their existing production process, or they may find that it

upsets key stakeholders (e.g. by drawing boycotts, King and Pearce, 2010).

The uncertainty of innovation interacts with the discontinuities created by audience quality

thresholds. The discontinuity induced by quality thresholds may cause producers just below the

threshold to innovate, hoping to get lucky and cross the threshold; conversely, producers above the

threshold will avoid innovation since a failed effort may push them below the threshold and cause a

sharp drop in the resources they receive from the audience. At the same time, actors well above or

well below the threshold face little risk that any specific innovation will push them over the edge.

The threshold constrains those actors closest to it, while both high- and low-quality have greater

leeway to consider innovations on their own merits.

Though these predictions bear a similarity to those of performance feedback theory (March

and Simon, 1958; Greve, 2003b), quality thresholds and aspiration levels reach their conclusions

by considering opposite aspects of a market. In both cases, a discontinuity in an organizational
2For exposition, the discussion below focuses on markets with a single, well-defined quality threshold. The appendix

discusses the robustness of these assumptions, showing that predictions hold if the threshold is imprecise or producers
are uncertain of its exact location, and that they hold to a more limited extent in markets with multiple thresholds.
The assumption of a single threshold is meant to represent a typical rather than universal market situation.
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utility function drives risk-taking. Aspiration levels, however, reflect the bounded rationality of

the organization (Simon, 1947), while quality thresholds reflect the bounded rationality of the

market audience, and the producer response to quality thresholds represents a rational response to

this bounded rationality. This drives a second distinction: while aspiration levels are internal and

idiosyncratic to an organization, all producers within a market face the same quality thresholds.

In this capacity, quality thresholds may represent an avenue for the synchronization of aspiration

levels across organizations. The common empirical strategy of defining average performance as an

organization’s ‘social aspiration level’ may thus indirectly capture the effect of market thresholds:

some research in fact suggests that an organization below such a social aspiration level is more likely

to innovate than an organization below its historical performance level (Baum et al., 2005).

More broadly, a focus on organizations’ shared market situation rather than their idiosyncrasies

may account for inconsistent empirical patterns in the literature on aspiration levels. Performance

feedback theory, for example, predicts that organizations well above their aspiration level may or

may not engage in slack search—the use of excess resources for innovation and exploration. Research

finds slack search in some markets (Greve, 2003a; Baum et al., 2005) but not others (Greve, 1998;

Miller and Chen, 1994; Iyer and Miller, 2008). Though some work ascribes such differences to

differences in organizational attention (e.g. Boyle and Shapira, 2012), empirical differences across

markets may stem from differences between markets and not from the nature of organizations within

them. In the present framework, innovation above the threshold may be driven not by slack but by

the abundance of innovation opportunities within the market. Finally, the novel distinction that this

article draws between fixed and responsive thresholds predicts that market thresholds can induce

innovation by organizations immediately above them; aspiration levels offer no such prediction.

Fixed and Responsive Thresholds

The critical distinction this article makes is between quality thresholds that are fixed and those

that are responsive. While ratings and rankings, for instance, both generate quality thresholds in

markets, producers react differently to the two kinds of thresholds.

Fixed thresholds demarcate fixed positions in the quality distribution. They reward any

producer that meets some absolute minimum level of quality. Most explicitly, mechanisms such as

accreditations or health codes (e.g. Lehman et al., 2014) specify rules to determine whether any
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particular organization meets the threshold. More informally, rating systems such as Yelp or IMDB

may reflect consumer application of tacit but well-understood categorical rules (Hsu, 2006b; Hannan

et al., 2007)—audiences know what features a particular product has to have and evaluate producer

offers against these feature sets. The defining characteristic of fixed thresholds is that they can

reward any number of producers—if all producers raise their quality, more producers will receive

threshold rewards. Consider, for example, how restaurant health codes or pharmaceutical drug

regulations work to reduce consumer uncertainty in their respective markets. While restaurants or

drugs may compete with one another, the certification of some new drug or restaurant as safe does

not indicate that incumbents are dangerous.

Unlike fixed thresholds, responsive thresholds shift in response to the changing quality of

producers. Typically, they reward only some fixed number of the highest quality producers. Awards

form the most prototypical example: only one movie wins the Academy Award for Best Picture

in any given year, even if that year’s crop of movies were all particularly good or all particularly

bad. The cutoff for actor rewards can, however, target any part of the quality distribution: the 40

positions of the French academy (presumably) reward France’s top 40 intellectuals (Merton, 1968);

General Electric’s forced ranking system rewarded the 90 percent of employees with continuing

employment (Stewart et al., 2010); mutual fund incentives reward managers that can beat the

median (Brown et al., 1996). Tournaments and ranking systems in general consist of a series of

responsive thresholds demarcating each rank, but they are also susceptible to sharp discontinuities

at focal points in the ranking such as the front page, the top 10, or the top 100 (Bowman and

Bastedo, 2009). Responsive thresholds bind producers above to those below the threshold: the

success of inferior producers directly threatens the position of superior producers.

Fixed and responsive thresholds generate distinct patterns of innovation behavior. Fixed

thresholds generate the well-known pattern of risk-taking below the threshold and risk-avoidance

above the threshold: the former gamble on unlikely success, while the latter take all steps to avoid

an unlikely failure. Producers below the threshold will innovate to get lucky, while producers above

the threshold will stay the course to stay safe. Responsive thresholds generate a different pattern:

under responsive thresholds, successful innovation by rivals below the thresholds threatens to raise

an audience’s quality threshold and eject previously successful incumbents from the market. With

sufficient innovation effort from below, this threat grows great enough that producers above the
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threshold must innovate defensively in the hope that their own innovation efforts are more successful

than those of the crowd below (c.f. Bothner et al., 2007).

Consider again the examples of law firms and law schools. Law firms face an audience that

measures quality by the ability to deliver a set of specific services (Phillips and Zuckerman, 2001;

Phillips et al., 2013)—law firms face a fixed quality threshold in the form of a categorical standard.

Insofar as expansion into family law represents one possible threat to their ability to credibly deliver

these services, they avoid expanding. Law schools, on the other hand, face an audience that measures

quality using broad metrics aggregated into a single ranking, not through the adoption of specific

practices that may meet the metrics (Sauder and Espeland, 2009). This induces schools to vary

their practices in order to stay high in the rankings, even when such “innovations” involve attempts

to cheat the system. While the audience threshold constrains the behavior of mid-status law firms,

mid-quality schools may prefer to innovate insofar as innovation offers the opportunity of drastic

upward jumps in the rankings.

Expected Value of Innovation

The last assumption I make is that producers in a market observe a common set of innovation

opportunities. While the specific outcome of attempting an innovation will vary depending on the

actor, all actors have a shared expectation of the probable outcomes of particular innovations—that

is, actors have a common expectation of how much a given innovation will raise their quality. This

common expectation of the probable outcomes of innovation defines the value of innovation in a

market. When actors expect some set of innovations to improve quality on average, the expected

value of innovation is favorable; when actors see no such set of innovations, the expected value of

innovation is unfavorable.

Literature on complex landscapes provides a natural way to think of this kind of market-level

risk (c.f. Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin, 2000). Producers have observed their peers’ strategies and the

outcomes of those strategies. While they know the outcomes of incumbents, producers have at

best informed but uncertain predictions of the consequences of novel strategies. More importantly,

certain positions may appear to be more promising candidates for favorable outcomes than others. If

this kind of information is relatively well-dispersed among actors, they will all perceive a similar set

of potential innovation opportunities. The expected value of innovation in a market then indicates
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the availability of specific opportunities with likely favorable outcomes.

Oil exploration offers an example of how the expected value of innovation can change in a

market. Such firms face constant innovation decisions in the form of investments in potentially risky

new projects, such as the development and exploration of fields (Mohn, 2008). Such projects can

carry a number of risks such as over- or under-estimates of the oil they can extract, or possible

political repercussions. More directly, their profitability is determined the price of oil—such projects

have more room to fail as the prices increase. The global price of oil can determine whether the

expected value of innovation is positive or negative, and hence whether firms take advantage of such

opportunities or let them stand.

A Typology of Markets

The combination of the two key features of a market—the expected value of innovation and the

responsiveness of audience thresholds—generates a typology of the locus of innovation or change

in markets. The two features exert different kinds of effects on the market: the expected value of

innovation exerts a global effect on the market, inducing all producers to either pursue or avoid

innovation; a quality threshold exerts a local effect on sufficiently close producers, forcing them to

tailor their innovation decision to the particular incentives induced by the threshold.

High- and low-quality producers are those sufficiently far from the quality threshold to ignore

its incentives: they innovate in response to the global effect of innovation opportunities and their

own taste for risk. High-quality producers will innovate if and only if available opportunities ensure

that the expected value of innovation is positive. Low-quality producers will mirror high-quality

producers to the extent that their own risk aversion allows it—they will pursue innovation only if

it is favorable and they are sufficiently risk-seeking. In contrast to these unconstrained producers,

middle-quality producers respond to the local effect of the threshold. They innovate in order to get

above or stay above the threshold, whether or not the expected value of innovation is positive or

negative.

The combination of these two effects generates four ideal patterns of market innovation. The

four patterns determine whether innovation will emerge from high- and low- quality actors, from

mid-quality actors alone, from all groups, or from none. Conversely, by observing a particular

pattern of innovation, we may be able to infer the competitive dynamics of the setting.
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Fixed Responsive
Threshold Threshold

Favorable In-
novations

“Mid-Status Conformity” “Red Queen”
High (low) innovate, boundary stays All groups innovate

law firms, analysts law schools
Phillips and Zuckerman (2001) Sauder and Espeland (2009)

domestic partner benefits computer makers
Briscoe and Safford (2008) Barnett (2008)

Unfavorable
Innovations

“Stasis” “Mid-Status Innovation”
No innovation Boundary innovates, high (low) stay

farmers mutual funds
Simtowe et al. (2006) Brown et al. (1996)

electronic health records Kaniel and Parham (2017)
Simon et al. (2007) NASCAR

Bothner et al. (2007)

Table 1: A Typology of Innovation in Markets

Tbl. 1 gives an overview of the typology. When innovation opportunities in the setting are

favorable (i.e. the expected value of innovation is positive) but the audience imposes a fixed quality

threshold, the market shows a pattern of innovation consistent with middle-status conformity

(Phillips and Zuckerman, 2001): actors in the middle of the hierarchy, threatened by proximity to the

threshold, avoid innovation, while those at the top seek it out. This quadrant makes an additional

prediction for low-quality firms: if low-quality firms are relatively risk-seeking (i.e. if they can

tolerate failure), they will mirror high-quality firms and innovate. The original settings supporting

middle-status conformity may be understood through this lens: We expect high-quality law firms

and high-quality investment analysts to attempt unusual strategies when they perceive market

demand for such strategies, whereas uncertainty about the market’s response to such innovation

keeps middle-quality firms and analysts from making the same attempt. In another context, Briscoe

and Safford (2008) describe a situation in which a categorical constraint against corporate LGBT

acceptance conflicted with growing market and activist demands for domestic partner benefits:

adoption was led by high-quality companies known to resist activism, whose position was least

threatened by this risky initiative. Edelman (1990) and Rao et al. (2005) describe similar innovative

leadership by the largest or highest-quality producers in categorically constrained markets featuring
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novel opportunities.

With favorable innovation but a responsive quality threshold, we expect a Red Queen pattern,

with actors experiencing an overall increase in quality: actors at the top innovate to take advantage

of opportunities, while actors in the middle innovate to stay ahead of the pack. Low-quality actors

innovate to the extent that they can tolerate failure. Barnett (2008) describes this pattern most

explicitly across several generations of computer makers, showing how incumbent manufacturers had

to constantly compete against the efforts of newcomers developing increasingly smaller computers.

Such a pattern may also map into the situation of law schools (Sauder and Espeland, 2009): a ranking

system induces instability in the position of schools, especially those lower in the rankings at risk of

falling below key thresholds in the ranking. This instability, along with the availability of favorable

opportunities like investment in career services, induces persistent innovation in school strategies

throughout the quality distribution. First-tier schools channel their resources into promising

educational innovations at the same time as lower-tier schools resort to more questionable attempts

to game the system.

If innovation becomes unfavorable, a responsive threshold will instead produce a pattern of

“middle-status innovation”: actors in the middle innovate in order to stay ahead of the pack, but

innovation is likely to make their product less desirable to audience members; actors at the top

brace themselves and stay put. In highly competitive financial markets defined by a general lack of

exploitable opportunities, this pattern may describe the tendency of mutual fund managers to fudge

their portfolios to appear to outperform close peers (Brown et al., 1996; Kaniel and Parham, 2017).

This pattern may also describe the behavior of NASCAR drivers, who pursue life-threatening risks

in order to stay ahead in tournament rankings (Bothner et al., 2007). This pattern may, however, be

dynamically unstable— any actor whose successful innovation puts them well above the threshold

will stop there, so that the market bifurcates into a static top and a falling middle that is steadily

driving itself out of business.

Finally, if an audience imposes a fixed threshold and innovation is unfavorable, the market enters

stasis: an actor that has met the audience threshold has no further incentive to innovate; low quality

actors have no innovation opportunities to pursue. Only actors that find themselves just below

a threshold may pursue innovation if it offers a sufficiently high chance of clearing the threshold;

such actors will continue to innovate until they find themselves outside of this region, either by
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having met the threshold, or, as is more likely, by having fallen too low to have hope of further

success. Since such markets feature little innovation, they draw little formal study. Nevertheless,

this pattern may account for incidences of non-adoption of questionable practices (Rogers, 2003):

Simtowe et al. (2006) describe the reluctance of Malawian farmers to adopt hybrid maize given

that failure of this novel crop could threaten their survival; Simon et al. (2007) describe the low

adoption rate of electronic health records in the face of legal and financial risks of adoption. In both

situations, high quality actors avoid adopting questionable practices at the same time as constrained

actors avoid adopting risky practices for fear of economic failure.

The dynamic evolution of these market patterns merits further discussion. The model discussed

here treats innovation as a function of actor position in the quality distribution: the predictions of

this model may be understood as predicting which regions in a quality distribution will innovate and

which will stay put. Since innovation changes actors’ positions in the quality distribution, innovative

regions will tend to expel actors and lose population over time, while non-innovative regions will tend

to capture innovating actors and grow over time. In fixed threshold environments, the boundaries of

each region stay put over time; in responsive threshold environments, the boundaries of the threshold

region may shift, capturing previously excluded actors or excluding actors that were previously

affected by the threshold. For example, actors just above the threshold innovate defensively to the

extent that actors below the threshold exist to threaten them. If the population of actors below the

threshold falls, the number of mid-quality actors willing to innovate defensively will likewise fall.

These dynamics suggest additional predictions for the four market patterns. In general, the

region just below the threshold will lose population over time, while the region just above the

threshold will gain it. In responsive threshold markets, however, this change will be slower, as the

threshold will chase after actors that have successfully innovated up. As such, innovation by actors

near the boundary, both above and below, will persist longer in responsive threshold markets than

in fixed threshold markets. An additional prediction applies to “mid-status innovation” markets

in particular: as the region below the threshold depopulates, innovation in such markets will slow

or stall, even near the threshold. Over time, such markets will bifurcate into those actors above

threshold and those well below it and will come to resemble the static market pattern.

In addition, a market with favorable innovation opportunities may see those opportunities

exhausted over time, so that mid-status conformity markets devolve into static markets, and Red
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Queen markets devolve into mid-status innovation.

Because of these dynamics, static markets may be the general pattern in the world: Exhaustion

of innovation opportunities will push markets into the static and mid-status innovation quadrants,

and mid-status innovation markets will steadily devolve into static markets. Insofar as innovation

research selects markets based on the dependent variable—innovation—markets that lack innovation

never enter formal analysis. Most markets may, however, be dominated by a general stability. Utility

companies may provide one example: they generally operate in closely regulated markets without

price competition, and face fixed thresholds in the form of local laws and regulations. Absent

clear opportunities to improve (as with recent pushes to renewable energy), such companies have

remained largely static.

While this typology describes four distinct market patterns, these patterns are not permanent,

stable characteristics of their markets. A market with favorable innovation opportunities may see

those opportunities exhausted over time. Conversely, an unexpected discovery or invention may

introduce novel opportunities to a market, producing middle-status conformity in static markets

and Red Queen races from mid-status innovation. Likewise, innovation itself may reveal audience

dissatisfaction with existing rules of the market, transforming fixed thresholds into responsive ones

or vice versa. Such market disruption may involve turning a mid-status conformity market into

a Red Queen market, or generate mid-status innovation among previously static producers (c.f.

Christensen and Bower, 1996).

It is worth emphasizing one final point: this typology describes an idealized effect of market

thresholds. Thresholds exert a local effect, affecting actors sufficiently close to the threshold. In

practice, markets may have multiple thresholds, of varying strength and type. Predictions of

innovation in such markets depend critically on the specific locations and strengths of the various

thresholds, but the effect of thresholds is always local. When multiple thresholds are essentially

coincident, we may expect the more consequential threshold to dominate; when multiple thresholds

apply to different parts of the quality distribution, there will be multiple bands of innovation behavior,

each band consistent with its respective threshold. Price competition itself may be understood as a

responsive threshold operating in most markets, albeit with varying strength. Audience segments

with distinct criteria represent another avenue for multiple thresholds (Hsu, 2006a; Kovács and Liu,

2016).
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The next section formalizes these arguments in a model and illustrates them in simulation. The

dynamics outlined above represent rational reactions not just to quality thresholds themselves but

to other producers’ own reactions to those thresholds. The model describes how an equilibrium

pattern of behavior emerges from these reactions, and how this pattern depends on the particular

configuration of producers in a market.

Quality Thresholds and Innovation Risk

The rules of the model are general. Multiple actors compete in a market. Actors face an audience

controlling some desired resource. The audience yields this resource up in response to the actor’s

quality: each actor has a well-defined publicly known position on the real number line, and audiences

reward higher-quality actors. A concrete instance of this general framework may be firms competing

for money in a market—higher quality-firms receive greater profits than lower-quality firms.

A market contains some number N of actors. Each actor has some initial quality position q0
i in

the market. Audiences observe the quality of all actors (qt = (qt
0, . . . , q

t
N )) and reward each with

some level of resources m(q) proportionate to their quality. Higher quality actors receive greater

rewards.3 This reward function encapsulates any dynamics of a market, including the existence

of quality thresholds—quality thresholds represent discontinuities in rewards received from the

audience. In the discussion below, audience rewards will always be a 1:1 function of an actor’s

quality along with a fixed bonus if an actor meets the audience quality threshold.

Actors are risk averse. Actors value market rewards according to a common utility function

u(m). The utility function follows a typical form, with declining marginal utility (u′ > 0) and

risk aversion (u′′ < 0). In addition, I require that actors exhibit declining absolute risk aversion

(DARA)—each actor is more willing to take a given risk as she becomes wealthier, i.e. has a higher

certain level of the desired resource. This assumption captures the intuition that as actors come to

feel more secure in their position, they become more willing to accept losses that offer the chance to

make greater gains (Pratt, 1964).4

3More formally, at a fixed level of quality for other actors, qt
−i, m is non-decreasing in the quality of the focal actor

qt
i . Holding everyone else’s position constant, raising an actor’s quality will net her greater (or at least not lesser)
rewards.

4I assume this for plausibility. The broad pattern of results holds for both constant absolute risk aversion (CARA)
and a linear utility function. Under linear utility, high- and low-quality actors are more likely to innovate, low-quality
actors will always take neutral (zero-mean) risks, and high-quality actors will always avoid them. Under CARA utility,
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While actors’ initial quality is outside of their control actors may try to change their quality

by attempting innovations. Innovation is risky, and its outcome follows a random distribution,

signifying a shock to their quality. If the actor does not innovate, her initial quality persists into

the future, q1
i = q0

i . If the actor innovates, her quality will instead be q1
i = q0

i +X where X follows

some continuous probability distribution with cumulative distribution function FX .5 All actors

decide whether or not to innovate simultaneously—they must decide to innovate without knowing

whether or not their rivals will do so as well. This may stand in not only for explicitly simultaneous

decision-making, but also for contexts in which the outcome of innovation comes long after the

decision to innovate, so that actors may be in the process of innovating without their rivals knowing

about it.

The two market features described above—the nature of quality thresholds and the favorability

of innovation—map onto features of this model. Quality thresholds appear as discontinuities in

the reward function m. Fixed thresholds are specific points in the quality distribution, while

responsive thresholds are discontinuities whose location is a function of the qualities of all actors.

The favorability of innovation is encoded in the characteristics of the innovation risk distribution X.

Specifically, innovation is favorable when the expected value of innovation is positive, E(X) > 0,

and unfavorable when the expected value of innovation is negative, E(X) < 0. The sign of this

expectation can be read as the expected return to innovation: if an actor invests a dollar in R&D, will

she expect at least a dollar back? Even if actors expect to lose money, the risk may be worthwhile

if it offers them the chance to pass some quality threshold. Conversely, even if innovation is likely

profitable, actors just above the threshold may prefer to avoid the risk of failure.

These model characteristics capture the general problem. The actor starts at some point in

the quality distribution and faces competitors likewise distributed. Depending on her position, the

positions of the competitors, and the market dynamics, the actor decides whether or not to innovate.

She makes this choice if and only if the expected utility from innovation exceeds the expected utility

from standing still:

low- and high-quality actors essentially mirror each other, innovating only when innovation has positive expected
value. Risk aversion primarily affects the behavior of actors away from the threshold.

5Formally, the requirements on the distributions are that it has a continuous, strictly increasing CDF over its
support. The logic of the model appears to only require that being a little farther is a little less likely—otherwise, the
model may allow for diverging but not terribly informative edge cases.
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E[u(m(q0
i +X, q1

−i))] ≥ E[u(m(q0
i , q

1
−i))] (1)

Because the reward function m potentially depends on the behavior of the other actors, the

utility of standing still is a random variable—it depends on the realized positions of the competitors.

Each actor makes this innovation decision simultaneously, and I look for equilibrium solutions

wherein each actor best responds to the optimal behavior of her rivals.

In the discussion below, I will assume that innovation risks follow a normal distribution with

some mean µ and variance σ2. Variance of the distribution plays a limited role in the model, because

the scale of actor quality is arbitrary. In addition, asymmetry of innovation risks (e.g. most of the

time innovation reduces quality a bit, but some of the time, it increases quality a lot) plays only a

very limited role in these results.

Fixed Thresholds

Fixed quality thresholds have a straightforward effect on an actor’s decision to innovate. Quality

thresholds act as discontinuities in the reward function—they indicate points at which a small

increase in quality causes a large increase in audience rewards. Fixed quality thresholds are

discontinuities whose location on the quality line is fixed. Such thresholds may indicate membership

in some prominent group or possession of some key certification. I model this using a reward

function of the form:

m(qi, q−i) =


qi, qi ≤ c

qi + C, qi > c

If an actor crosses the threshold at c, she receives a bonus reward of C > 0. Such a threshold

may correspond, for example, to a situation in which the rating of a restaurant changes from three

to four stars, or if the restaurant picks up a Michelin star. If the restaurant can use the event to

command a price premium or drive media attention, it should be able to see higher profits. The

position of this quality threshold does not depend on the qualities of other actors in the setting—it

is fixed.

In this situation, the expected utility criterion eq. (1) reduces to a comparison between the
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expected utility of the innovation risk and the certainty of the current position. For notational

convenience, I define a function U to denote the difference in utility due to crossing the threshold:

U(q) = u(q + C)− u(q)

With this notation, the expected utility criterion for innovation simplifies to

E[u(q0
i +X)] + E[U(q0

i +X)|X > c− q0
i ] · (1− FX(c− q0

i )) ≥

≥ u(q0
i ) + (U(q0

i )) · 1{q0
i > c}

where X follows a distribution with cdf FX .

On the left-hand side, this criterion separates into the baseline of expected utility in the absence of

a threshold reward along with the expected excess utility associated with meeting the threshold. The

right-hand side likewise separates into the baseline level of utility along with some excess if the actor

is over the threshold already. On the left, uncertainty due to taking the risk creates a continuous

increase in expected utility as an actor’s quality increases; on the right, the threshold induces a

sharp discontinuity at the cutoff. As such, as an increase in an actor’s quality causes her to cross

the cutoff, she will experience a sharp negative shock to the expected utility of innovation—crossing

the threshold causes a sudden jump in excess utility U(q0
i ) on the right hand side.

This sudden change in rewards causes actors just above the cutoff to value innovation much

less than they would if they were just below the cutoff. At the same time, if the distribution of the

innovation risk is well-behaved, innovating actors experience only a gradual change in their expected

utility. If the excess utility of crossing the threshold is higher than the loss due to risk aversion,

actors just below the cutoff will certainly choose to innovate. On the other side, if the excess utility

due to crossing is larger than the expected increase in quality due to innovation, actors just above

the threshold will certainly avoid innovation—if the risk pays off, they will not gain as much as they

would lose if the risk failed and pushed them below the threshold.

Fig. 1 shows the desirability of innovation in the presence of a fixed threshold at a quality of 0.5,

as the favorability of innovation varies. Those below the threshold will innovate even if innovation
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is unfavorable (i.e. the risk distribution has negative mean)—the chance of crossing the threshold is

sufficiently high that it makes up for the more likely but slight drop in quality. Those above the

threshold will avoid innovation even if it is favorable (i.e. the risk has positive mean)—the risk of

dropping below the threshold is sufficiently high that it outweighs the more probable increase in

quality.

Figure 1: Expected utility of innovation with a fixed threshold

The figure also indicates that the behavior of actors well above and well below the threshold

is primarily determined by the favorability of innovation. If innovation is favorable, actors find

innovation desirable both just below the cutoff and well above it. If innovation is unfavorable, only

actors below the threshold will innovate. As such, favorable innovation generates a tripartite pattern

innovation: actors well above and below the threshold innovate, while those just above the threshold

in the middle of the quality distribution avoid innovation.

In line with the typology presented earlier, it is possible to map existing theories of organizational

behavior and innovation into this framework. Fixed quality thresholds with favorable innovation

opportunities generate a pattern of behavior akin to the predictions of middle-status conformity.

The presence of an audience threshold constrains the behavior of actors close to that threshold.

Those just above the threshold must avoid innovation for fear of falling below it. Those well above

the threshold, on the other hand, experience little constraint from the audience and are free to
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pursue innovations. The behavior of low-quality actors diverges: Actors just below the threshold

innovate, but they do so in order to try to fully participate in the market, not because their behavior

is unconstrained by the audience; actors well below the threshold avoid innovation because of their

extreme risk aversion. Over time, however, innovating actors will either succeed, jumping above the

threshold, or fail, falling too far below it. We should expect such settings—with a fixed threshold and

favorable innovation opportunities—to stabilize into a set of high-quality actors pulling away from

the pack, a stable cluster of middle-tier actors, and well below those, a stable cluster of low-quality

actors.

Fig. 1 also indicates the possibility of a pattern of actor stasis altogether distinct from the

predictions of middle-status conformity. If innovation opportunities in a setting are unfavorable

(i.e. quality-reducing in expectation), only actors just below the threshold will pursue them. As

above, such low-quality innovators are unlikely to persist over time, so that the setting steadily

evolves to a pattern in which no actors innovate. The market will feature high-quality actors well

above the threshold, a glut of middle-quality actors just above the threshold, and a cluster of

low-quality actors some distance below them. No part of the market will innovate.

The dividing line between the pattern of middle-status conformity and a pattern of stasis is

thin. Insofar as innovation opportunities change over time, innovation may shift from favorable

to unfavorable. This transition will be apparent primarily in the behavior of high-quality actors,

who may suddenly begin to take unusual actions and explore novel strategies. Conversely, insofar

as innovation exhausts available opportunities, the behavior of high-quality actors will stabilize.

The long-term stability of a pattern of middle-status conformity or of stasis cannot be assured—

circumstances in a setting may cause transitions between the two patterns at any time.

Responsive Thresholds

Responsive thresholds generate a different pattern of behavior, shifting as the quality of actors shifts.

A market may feature substantial rewards in response to entering some key group or meeting some

certification, but the criterion for such certification may vary with the general quality of actors in

the setting. The threshold for being a top-10 college, for example, depends on the behavior the

current top 10.

I model this using a reward function of the form:
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m(qi, q−i) =


qi, qi ≤ c(q)

qi + C, qi > c(q)

If an actor crosses the threshold at c, she receives a bonus reward of C > 0. The threshold

c, however, may be a function of q, the positions of all the actors—it may, for instance, be some

percentile or the average of the quality distribution.6 In the results below, I take c to be the median

of the quality distribution. Once again, I define the convenience function U(q) = u(q +C)− u(q) to

denote the difference in utility due to crossing the threshold. In this situation, the utility criterion

features uncertainty on both sides of the inequality:

EXi [u(q0
i +Xi)] + EXi [U(q0

i +Xi) · P (q0
i +Xi > c(q1))] ≥

≥ u(q0
i ) + U(q0

i ) · P (q0
i > c(q1))

where X follows a distribution with cdf FX .

On the left hand side, the criterion is substantially similar to that described in the previous

section: An actor’s expected value to innovation can be separated into her expected utility associated

with a change in quality resulting from the innovation alone, along with an excess reward if she

crosses a threshold. The location of the threshold, however, can now shift depending on the choices

and outcomes of the other actors in the setting. On the right hand side, the actor receives the

utility from her present position along with an excess reward if the behavior of the other players

causes the threshold to remain or drop below the focal actor’s current position.

Because the threshold is responsive, innovation by rivals can cause it to shift upwards and leave

previously safe actors high and dry. Actors above the threshold cannot ensure a particular stream

of rewards simply by staying put—the risk of the threshold moving may induce actors above the

threshold to defensively innovate in order to hedge against this possibility.

Illustrating optimal behavior under responsive thresholds is more complicated than illustrating

behavior under fixed thresholds. In particular, it involves identifying equilibrium decisions—actors’
6The only formal criterion on c(q) should be that it falls somewhere between the minimum and maximum of actors

qualities in either the initial or final period. This ensures that at least some actor can meet the threshold and that
some actor is below it. Without this requirement, the threshold cannot affect incentives to take risk.
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optimal decisions given the decisions of their peers. I illustrate actor behavior in such markets in

three steps: First, I derive an analytic result in a limited two-actor game to illustrate the formal

intuition. Second, I simulate the innovation process in settings with larger numbers of actors to

show an emergent pattern of defensive innovation. Third, I show the results of this innovation

process over time, showing how markets with fixed and responsive thresholds evolve.

Two Actors

A two-actor game illustrates the logic of equilibrium decision-making that characterizes behavior

under a responsive threshold.7 The subsequent section extends the same logic to settings with more

actors.

The rules of competition are simple: I consider the quality threshold c(q) = min(q)—the better

actor gets the threshold reward and the worse one does not. I consider the specific utility function

u(m) = a · m − exp(−b ∗ ·m)—this function satisfies the risk aversion criteria described earlier.

Finally, I consider an innovation whose outcome follows a normal distribution with mean µ and

variance σ2. Deriving the equilibrium depends on two questions: how does an actor best respond

when the opponent is choosing to innovate, and how does the actor best respond when the opponent

chooses not to?

Figs. 2 and 3 present plots of this criterion, and the resulting equilibria, for two situations: mean

negative risk (fig. 2), and mean positive risk (fig. 3). On all figures, the horizontal axis represents

the current position of the focal player (ego) and the y-axis represents the current position of the

opponent (alter). Points below the 45-degree line indicate positions in which ego is higher quality

than alter. On all figures, blue (positive) regions indicate positions at which ego prefers to innovate,

and red regions (negative) indicate positions where ego prefers to stay in place.

The equilibrium calculation is simplest with unfavorable innovation risks (fig. 2). First, consider

point A—with ego quality at 0.4 and alter quality at 0.75, ego has much lower quality than alter.

Figs. 2a and 2b indicate that the value of innovation here is negative: Ego prefers not to innovate
7The games I discuss are highly simplified two period models. There is more extensive modeling of such ‘races’

in economic literature on innovation—in particular, Cabral (2003) and Hörner (2004) present multi-period models
of two-player races. Their results are substantively similar to the ones discussed here, suggesting that intuitions
developed by these simpler models are accurate for more dynamic settings. Those models are, however, limited to
two-player races. In addition, the races they model do not discuss thresholds explicitly but rely on alternate ways to
induce concave utility for players.
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(a) Value of innovation if rival not innovating (b) Value of innovation if rival innovating

(c) Innovation equilibria

Figure 2: Innovation behavior with unfavorable innovation opportunities (µ = −0.01).
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because the probability of being lucky enough to beat the opponent is too low. The symmetric

point A’ shows alter’s behavior in this situation. Figs. 2a and 2b once again indicate that the

expected value of innovation is negative—alter also refuses to innovate, given that doing so will

probably reduce his quality. As such, the equilibrium outcome here is that both ego and alter refuse

to innovate: fig. 2c indicates that the points A and A’ have a “no innovation” equilibrium.

If alter is closer in quality, so that ego faces the situation at B, there is a different set of equilibria:

As figs. 2a and 2b indicate, ego now prefers to innovate whether alter is doing so or not. Though

innovation is likely to reduce ego’s quality, the chance of ego being lucky enough (and alter being

unlucky enough) for ego to beat alter is high enough to take the risk. The symmetric point B’

shows that alter would prefer not to innovate regardless of what ego is doing. As such, the only

equilibria is for the lower quality actor to innovate and the higher quality actor to avoid doing so,

as fig. 2c indicates.

Finally, if ego and alter are very close in quality, say at point C, we observe the same equilibrium

as above, but under a slightly different logic. As fig. 2a shows, if alter stays put, ego prefers to

innovate, because the chance of beating alter at such a small distance is very high. But as fig. 2b

shows, if alter is innovating, ego prefers not to: because innovation is quality-reducing, alter is likely

to fall below ego with no action on ego’s part. Ego prefers to stay put and watch alter trip up. But

as the symmetric point C’ shows, alter would prefer not to innovate in any situation: at best, his

quality will probably drop, and at worst, it’ll drop below ego, causing a massive loss in rewards.

Fig. 2c shows that in equilibrium, ego innovates and alter does not.

The general takeaway in an unfavorable innovation environment is that either nobody innovates,

or if they are close enough in quality, the lower quality actor may attempt to.

This situation does not persist in a favorable innovation environment (Fig. 3). The logic behind

these figures is substantially similar, with three differences worth discussing. First, consider the

situation at A’, where the two actors are close in quality. In this case, alter prefers to innovate

whether or not ego is doing so: if ego is not, innovation generates the possibility of surpassing them;

if ego is innovating, their expected quality is higher in the next period, but not high enough that

ego cannot beat them with some luck. This creates a threat for ego. Ego (at A) will not innovate if

alter stays put, for fear of dropping below the cutoff; but if alter is already innovating, ego is in

danger of being surpassed, and prefers to innovate as well. As such, there is an equilibrium in which
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(a) Value of innovation if rival not innovating (b) Value of innovation if rival innovating

(c) Innovation equilibria

Figure 3: Innovation behavior with favorable innovation opportunities (µ = 0.01).
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alter certainly innovates, and ego also innovates to protect herself from alter.

Situation B reflects the logic of a fixed threshold. Both ego and alter are too far from the

threshold for it to affect their decisions. Because the innovation is favorable (quality-increasing in

expectation), the high-quality ego is willing to attempt it, whereas the low-quality alter will refuse

to do so because of their high risk aversion. This produces equilibria in which very high quality

actors innovate and very low quality actors refuse to.

Point C represents a more complicated interaction between alter and ego. Though alter and ego

are far apart, they are close enough that simultaneous innovation may cause alter to surpass ego.

This generates a cycle: (1) If alter stays put (fig. 3a, C ), ego will innovate; (2) but if ego innovates,

alter will innovate as well, hoping to she will get particularly lucky and ego will be particularly

unlucky (fig. 3b, C’). (3) Fearing the same outcome, if alter innovates, ego will stay put (fig. 3b, C );

(4) but then alter becomes less likely to beat ego, so alter would also stay put (fig. 3a, C ′). Because

there is a cycle and not an equilibrium in pure strategies, the equilibrium solution will be to have

both actors decide at random whether to take the action or not. As fig. 3c indicates, this generates

an equilibrium in mixed strategies at C.

These models reveal three basic patterns of innovation. Actors sufficiently high above the

threshold will innovate when innovation is favorable. Actors just below the threshold will almost

always innovate. Most importantly, actors on both sides of the threshold will innovate only when

the expected value of innovation is positive. Only then does a low-quality actors present enough

threat to a higher-quality actor that the high-quality actor must react defensively.

This requirement for defensive innovation breaks down when more than two actors compete.

Intuitively, an actor above the threshold competes not against a single rival, but against the luckiest

of her rivals. With enough competition, ego must rely on one of her rivals being successful enough to

raise the quality threshold. In that situation, an actor above the threshold must innovate defensively

both in situations of favorable and unfavorable innovation.

Multiple Actors

Extending the analysis above to a general n-player game is complicated by several factors. First,

the distribution of many responsive thresholds, such as median or quantile functions, becomes

intractable (Bapat and Beg, 1989). Second, visualizing the decision-making of n distinct actors
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simultaneously is difficult. Instead, I attempt to demonstrate the same point by simulating actors’

decision process.

I generalize the game described above to a multiple-actor setting, illustrating both the situation

of fixed and responsive thresholds. Once again, all actors have the option of making some innovation

that shifts their quality position according to a normal distribution with some mean and standard

deviation.8 The outcome is independent across actors. Actors receive a reward either for beating

the median (a responsive threshold) or a fixed threshold at 0.5. The actors’ initial position is drawn

from a uniform distribution on [0, 1]. I present results for environments of ten actors—results are

robust to the number of actors, so long as the number is greater than two.

Though I cannot calculate exact equilibrium solutions in this setting, I calculate actors’ optimal

behavior using an iterated simulation approach. Given their initial position, each actor begins by

deciding not to innovate. Then each actor makes a calculation: Holding fixed what all others have

decided to do, each actor simulates two possible worlds—one in which she innovates and one in

which she does not, calculating the difference in expected value between them. In the next round of

iteration, other actors then assume that the focal actor adopted the choice with the higher expected

value. All actors make these calculations simultaneously,9 generating a potentially different set of

innovation decisions for the next round of iteration. The actors then iterate again, taking the new

set of equilibrium actions as fixed.

This procedure is guaranteed to terminate either in a fixed vector of equilibrium actions or in a

cycle of best responses.10 Termination in a cycle indicates that there exists an equilibrium in mixed

strategies. Once iteration has terminated either way, I record the final equilibrium action of each

actor, including whether the player is mixing.

Fig. 4 present aggregated results of these simulations for the four quadrants of the innovation
8These simulations take risk to be distributed with standard deviation σ = 0.1. The mean is µ = 0.01 in the

favorable risk situations, and µ = −0.01 in the unfavorable risk situations.
9Unfortunately, it does not appear possible to show that modeling actor decisions as simultaneous is innocent. In

general, iterating on best responses does not guarantee identification of a unique equilibrium—it is possible that if
actors were to make their decisions in some other order, they would converge to some other equilibrium state or cycle.
Any such alternative equilibria should, however, be qualitatively similar to those observed here.

10Consider the vector of all actors’ innovation choices. The set of all possible innovation vectors is finite. Given
any vector of innovation choices, any given actor’s best response to it will always be the same—no matter how many
times the simulation gets to a particular innovation vector, the best reply in the next iteration will not change. This
procedure of starting at one vector and jumping to another can visit only a finite number of unique vectors, because
the whole set of these vectors is finite. At some point, it must loop back to some previously seen vector—this loop
may involve just a single vector, in which case the simulation has reached equilibrium.
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typology. Fig. 4a shows individual decisions of actors close to the threshold. Each point in the figure

represents some actor in some run of the simulation. The horizontal axis shows the actor’s distance

from the threshold, with actors on the right above the threshold, and those to the left below it. The

vertical axis shows the expected value of innovation for that actor—actors whose expected value is

above zero innovate. As the figure shows, fixed thresholds induce a sharp divide between innovators

and abstainers at the threshold. But with a responsive threshold, some actors above the threshold

choose to innovate, whether or not they expect innovation per se to raise their quality.

Fig. 4b zooms out from the threshold and shows the aggregated results of these individual

decisions—it shows what proportion of actors a given distance away from the threshold across all

runs chooses to innovate. The figure confirms that high-quality actors, those well above the quality

threshold, innovate only when they expect innovation to be quality-improving. At the same time,

the figure confirms that responsive quality thresholds can induce the middle-quality actors just

above the cutoff to innovate as well.

The multiple actor version of the game shows directly that a responsive reward threshold can

induce actors to innovate on either side of the threshold. This occurs even in settings where

innovation is unfavorable, that is to say, even in settings where actors above the threshold expect it

to hurt them. With responsive thresholds, middle-quality actors cannot reliably remain above the

quality threshold. They innovate in order to hedge against the innovative potential of those below

them.

Dynamic Results

To more fully establish the results of the model, I simulate the multiple actor game described in the

previous section across multiple periods. This dynamic model suggests that, far from describing

minor differences in actor behavior, fixed and responsive thresholds generate qualitatively different

market outcomes.

The logic of the multi-period simulation reflects the procedure described above. Actors start

initially distributed in the unit interval. In each period, actors calculate their optimal behavior

given the market they’re in. Actors that chose to innovate then change position according to the

innovation risk distribution, and responsive thresholds shift to reflect the new distribution. This
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(a) Expected utility of innovation in multi-actor environments

(b) Proportion of actors innovating in multi-actor environments

Figure 4: Innovation dynamics in multi-actor environments
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process then repeats. I simulate each market across 50 periods.11

I present the results of this simulation in fig. 5. Fig. 5a presents the overall balance of innovation

between markets with fixed and responsive thresholds over time. Solid lines show the base-10

logarithm of total innovation volume in each type of market. The dashed line shows the difference

between the two. When it is positive, markets with responsive thresholds are more innovative

than markets with responsive thresholds. Shading represents the 95% confidence interval for the

difference.

Fig. 5a suggests that markets with responsive thresholds are more innovative than markets

with fixed thresholds, especially over time. Because the difference is a logarithm, the difference

between the two market types is substantial: responsive threshold markets feature about three

times as much innovation as fixed thresholds markets. Fig. 5a does, however, suggest that this

difference disappears over time in markets with unfavorable innovation: innovation in both fixed

and responsive thresholds markets disappears after 50 periods, though responsive threshold markets

remain generally more innovative over this interval.

Figs. 5b and 5c explore which parts of responsive threshold markets produce this increased rate

of innovation. I separate actors into four segments: High-quality actors are those higher than two

standard deviations of the risk distribution (0.2 units) above the threshold; low-quality actors are

those lower than two standard deviations below it; high-middle and low-middle actors are actors that

are within two standard deviations and fall either above or below the threshold, respectively. This

two standard deviation bandwidth roughly captures those actors affected by threshold dynamics;

bandwidths of one or three standard deviations show essentially identical results.

Fig. 5b shows the proportion of total innovation that each segment is responsible for over time.

The dashed line shows what fraction of its peak innovative output the market produces in each period.

The upper left quadrant, for instance, shows that in fixed threshold markets with highly favorable

innovation opportunities (µ = 0.01), overall innovative output decreases over time, but that high

quality producers are responsible for an increasing proportion of it; low-quality producers generate

a substantial stable fraction of overall innovative output, and low-middle producers (i.e. those just
11I simulate markets with a fixed threshold at 0.5 or a responsive threshold at the median. In the simulations

presented here, I assume an exponential utility function (u(m) = m− exp(−m)), and a normal risk distribution with
σ = 0.1. I vary the expected value of innovation (µ) across 0.01, 0.003, 0, -0.003, and -0.01 (10%, 3%, 0%, -3%, and
-10% of σ, respectively).
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Figure 5: Innovation dynamics over time by market type
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below the threshold) generate a small and falling proportion of total innovation in such markets.

Comparing the left and right halves of fig. 5b shows that mid-quality producers play a much

larger role in responsive threshold markets than they do in fixed threshold markets. They are

responsible for nearly all innovative output in markets with unfavorable innovation opportunities,

and for a substantial stable proportion of innovative output in markets with favorable opportunities.

More importantly, high-middle quality producers, those just above the threshold, play a small

but persistent role in producing innovation in responsive threshold markets, whereas they play no

innovative role in fixed threshold markets. fig. 5b confirms that responsive thresholds generate a

persistent pattern of mid-quality innovation while fixed thresholds generate a pattern consistent

with middle-status conformity.

Fig. 5c expands this story by breaking down the population of each market across the four

segments. The bottom of the figure shows that the low-middle quality producers, who play the

major innovative role in markets with unfavorable innovation opportunities, quickly disappear. But

while low-middle producers quickly split into low and high-middle producers in fixed threshold

markets, successful innovation by low-middle producers in responsive threshold markets tends to

pull high-middle producers below the threshold, sustaining a longer overall period of innovation.

The top of fig. 5c tells a different story: in fixed threshold markets, the population of high-middle

quality producers balloons over time, as they become trapped in a situation that forces them to

avoid innovation. In contrast, the population of mid-quality producers forms a relatively stable

fraction of the population of responsive threshold markets, as the responsive threshold dynamic

forces such producers to repeatedly churn across the threshold. Finally, a comparison of figures

5b and 5c shows the disproportionate innovative role played by low-middle quality producers, who

make not only a large proportion of overall innovation decisions, but who also induce a degree of

innovation in high-middle quality producers in responsive threshold markets.

Before concluding, it is worth discussing the robustness of this model. The model presented

above relies on a number of assumptions about actor utility, the innovation decision process, the

exact specification of thresholds, and the nature of the innovative risk distribution. The specific

decisions were made for analytical or explanatory convenience, but the major patterns predicted by

the typology persist in almost all alternative specifications of these details. The online appendix

steps through a number of alternatives in greater detail. There are few notable differences as a
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result of these checks: alternative utility functions determine whether high- and low-quality actors

are too risk averse to pursue favorable innovation opportunities or not; alternative specifications

for the mean and variance of the innovation distribution show that results persist so long as the

variance is large enough to capture some number of actors near the threshold—too small, and not

enough actors are in jumping distance of the threshold for it to affect them. Otherwise, innovation

patterns are robust to changes to the actor decision process, the shape of the risk distribution

(i.e. skewness or bimodality, c.f. Eliashberg et al., 2006; Rossman and Schilke, 2014), or to more

imprecise thresholds. The difference between fixed and responsive quality thresholds represents a

qualitative difference in market dynamics.

Discussion

One question drives this research: where does innovation come from? I focus on markets with a

particular set of features. Producers in the market face some audience—consumers and stakeholders—

that places demands on the performance of the producers. Producers within the market fall along

some quality distribution, so that those higher in the distribution prove more appealing to the

audience, or at least find it easier to carry out their work. Higher quality producers earn greater

reward from the audience. Innovation is the process of trying to move up in the world—it is a

producer’s attempt to raise her quality by changing the offer or the process of producing it. Such

innovation is uncertain. The question I ask is why only some producers choose to innovate? Why

do some markets see innovation coming only from the middle-quality producers, and others only

from the extremes? Why do some markets see no innovation?

The answer I propose highlights two features of such markets that drive differences in innovation:

(1) the responsiveness of the quality thresholds that the audience sets for producers; and (2) the

favorability of innovation opportunities available to producers. Audiences create thresholds of quality

that producers must meet in order to win audience attention and rewards. These thresholds may be

fixed—they may take the form of formal certifications, licenses, degrees, ratings, or well-established

schema for behavior. These thresholds may be responsive—they may take the form of top-10 lists,

rankings, best-of-breed awards, or even emergent processes such as appearance in online searches or

recommendations. Through such thresholds, markets sort producers into the best and the rest. But
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the responsiveness of these thresholds determines whether producers just past the cutoff are safe or

whether they remain vulnerable as their rivals innovate.

At the same time, producers’ attempts to innovate are inherently risky but predictably so.

Producers have limited knowledge of audience desires. They have limited knowledge of their own

capability to carry out an innovation (Hannan et al., 2003). The process of implementation may

result in unexpected employee reactions or unexpected synergies with their existing offer. Law

firms, for instance, may not know how adopting family law would affect their desirability to future

recruits. Law schools may not know whether their attempts to cheat the rankings will be caught.

Yet producers can make an educated guess as to whether the change will likely improve or reduce

their perceived quality. This expected value of innovation interacts with the quality thresholds

imposed by audiences: quality-improving innovations are good, but for the threat of pulling a

producer below the quality threshold in case of failure; quality-reducing innovations are bad but for

the opportunity of pushing a producer above the threshold in case of success.

These two dimensions combine to form four patterns of innovation behavior. Favorable innovation

risks and a responsive threshold generate a Red Queen dynamic, where producers at the top of

a market innovate to exploit the desirable opportunities available to them and producers near

the threshold innovate to stay ahead of the pack. With favorable risks and a fixed threshold, the

setting produces a middle-status conformity pattern—the highest quality producers innovate to take

advantage of available opportunities, while those below them hunker down to avoid displeasing the

audience and falling below the threshold. Unfavorable risks and a responsive threshold, in contrast,

generate middle-status innovation—only producers in the middle innovate, hoping to get lucky and

beat the crowd. With unfavorable risks and a fixed threshold, the world evolves towards stasis, as

producers just below the threshold winnow themselves out trying to reach it.

These patterns represent ideal market types, and, in practice, markets may feature multiple

simultaneous thresholds. Price competition in particular appears to function as a responsive

threshold in all markets insofar as producers must strive to meet or beat a prevailing market price.

Though the model above does not delve into this issue, it does offer a natural guide for thinking

through multiple threshold markets. Quality thresholds exert a local effect on nearby actors in

the quality distribution and the size of this effect is commensurate with the bonus afforded by the

threshold. When multiple thresholds operate in a market, they will exert multiple local effects,
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creating additional bands of innovation and stability in a market.

This framework is useful for both predictive and explanatory purposes. Researchers armed with

a priori knowledge of audience standards and industry opportunities can predict the pattern of

innovation behavior by producers. On the other hand, a particular pattern of innovation behavior

sheds light on the dynamics of its setting: Innovation by high- and low-quality producers reveals

the quality of opportunity available in a setting. Innovation by middle-quality producers reveals

whether audience standards are stable or responsive.

The ability of this framework to guide inference about audience standards may provide a powerful

tool to advance empirical work on market categories. Empirical support for category theory has

relied on direct measurement of the audience reaction to producer offers—researchers have looked

at ratings, reviews, and sales. Phillips and Zuckerman (2001) suggested that producer behavior

could be used to infer the categorical dynamics within a market. The typology described here

expands that ability by describing how additional market patterns emerge from underlying audience

standards and market circumstances. Stability within law firms points to the stability of audience

thresholds. Persistent churn in the smartphone market points to the flexibility of the audience

standard in that setting. Observation of producer behavior is an observation of audience standards

for producers.

More broadly, the distinction between fixed and responsive thresholds works to emphasize the

key role that categorizations play in markets. While price dynamics play an important role in

competitive behavior, markets often feature substantial information asymmetries or informational

shortcomings that cannot be adequately addressed by the price system (Akerlof, 1970; Spence,

1973; Podolny, 2008). Categorizations both within and between markets relieve audiences of these

informational burdens. By highlighting the difference between fixed and responsive threshold

dynamics, this research emphasizes the breadth of market consequences that emerge from this

solution to information problems within markets.

In its reliance on the bounded rationality of the audience, this framework presents a mirror to

performance feedback theory. The limited information available to the audience forces them to

create means for categorizing producers, turning a complex marketplace into a binary threshold.

Seeing thresholds in the market, producers react as they would to their own private aspirations, but

for two differences. First, the shared threshold imposes a shared aspiration level on all producers;
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second, competitive threat under responsive thresholds induces producers to innovate defensively

even when they find themselves above the threshold.

Following another vein, it is critical to point out that this analysis describes only a ‘slice of

life’ in the course of a market’s development. Two factors motivate innovation: first, the inherent

desirability of innovation due to the presence of favorable opportunities; and second, pressure to meet

and stay above an audience quality threshold. It is possible to conceive of markets in which both

features persist over time—modern technology markets, for instance, appear to be infinitely capable

of producing opportunities, and the food industry appears to be persistently flooded with short-lived

entrepreneurs. In general, however, both motivations are likely to be temporary: producers can

exhaust the opportunities available to them, and low-quality innovators will winnow themselves out

over time as they either become established or leave the setting.

Of the four quadrants of innovation described in this article, the most common may be stasis—the

total absence of innovation throughout a market. While stasis forms only one quadrant of the

typology, the presence of innovation in the others depends critically on the continuing presence

of innovation opportunities or on innovative pressure from lower-quality competitors. Once these

disappear, all markets will tend toward stasis.

Yet the nature of quality thresholds and the range of innovation opportunities are impermanent

qualities of a market. If either feature changes, the pattern of innovation in the market will change.

The taxi industry appeared to be essentially static for decades until the sudden appearance of Uber,

Lyft and similar startups introduced novel ways to hail rides and skirt regulations. These novel

entrants exploited emerging technological opportunities and a belief in the underlying willingness

of taxi-rides to accept alternative approaches to the problem: the apparently static market hid a

responsive audience threshold that ride-sharing startups exploited. In practice, most markets may

contain this kind of latent potential, as even the most categorically-bound audiences may harbor

hope for some better alternative.

Research on disruptive innovation (Christensen and Bower, 1996), for example, appears to

describe this very dynamic, showing that risky innovation by low-quality, peripheral players can

reliably destroy markets by suddenly changing the audience’s threshold for quality. Insofar as

incumbents avoid such innovations, disruptive innovations may more often than not be quality-

reducing innovations, which researchers observe as disruptive only when they succeed. As such, there
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may be a vast body of failed disruptions that merit study. Such study may reveal that attempts to

disrupt fail more reliably than they succeed, so that incumbents’ best strategy is to mount no defense

against them, and simply hope that innovators do not get lucky. More importantly, innovation may

disrupt less through the success of disruptors themselves and more by spurring defensive innovation

by incumbents—Microsoft Bing and Google Plus may have played larger roles in Google Search

and Facebook than commonly believed; Napster may have done more to destroy existing record

companies than to ensure its own survival.

These concerns raise the further possibility that research on innovation may have been hampered

by a form of selective sampling of empirical settings. The innovative character of a market or

industry stems not from the observed consequences of innovation within it, but from the structures

that cause producers to seek or avoid innovation. Markets may be innovative even if innovation

leads to no major changes in observed products or the success of the players within them, so long as

the structure of the market induces some set of producers to pursue innovation or puts them in a

position where a small change in circumstances will push them to pursue it.

This discussion leads naturally to limitations of the current model that could be profitably

addressed in subsequent work. One straightforward improvement would look at the dynamic effect

of fixed and responsive thresholds. While I have speculated on what these effects might be, a full

analysis of the evolution of a population of innovating producers in the presence of quality thresholds

may reveal unexpected and novel market dynamics. A second would be to explore the effect of

variable risk portfolios, showing how producers take on different magnitudes of risk depending on

their position relative to the threshold.

A more important extension would involve more direct modeling of the feature space, the

innovation problem in this space, and the audience response to offers. Much of the logic underlying

this article implicitly assumes that innovation takes place in some abstract feature space which hosts

both producer offers and audience standards for producers, and which translates unproblematically

into a linear quality spectrum. Producers are able to stake out novel positions within this space,

and audiences may likewise be able to learn what their own preferences over positions in this space

may be. Modeling the former process would formally pin down a way to interpret the quality of

risks in a setting. Modeling the latter process would pin down the nature and responsiveness of

quality thresholds. The model of innovation risks and quality thresholds described here is relatively
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abstract—it may be made less so without losing its essential insights. A deeper specification of the

feature space and audience reaction would also help build a stronger bridge to category theory and

aid the flow of insight between work on social classification and work on market strategy.

Finally, this work is naturally limited to settings in which the notion of quality differentiation

makes sense, and in which the behavior of audiences functions to create thresholds in this quality

distribution. The formal model described here is highly stylized—most markets likely feature

multiple simultaneous mechanisms that act to create multiple and multiple types of thresholds

constraining producer behavior. Alternatively, some markets may have no clear dividing line between

high- and low-quality producers. At the same time, innovation in many markets may primarily

involve efforts to horizontally differentiate to find a niche audience (c.f. the differentiation of

microbrewed beers, Carroll and Swaminathan, 2000). The model described here hopes to offer

some insight into such situations, insofar as it guides intuition on how multiple constraints may

combine together, or helps researchers look for signs of audience constraint. The growing literature

on market categories (Zuckerman, 1999; Zuckerman et al., 2003; Hsu, 2006b) should suggest that

audience-induced quality thresholds may be fairly common throughout the economy, and older

organizational literature may suggest that audiences may impose idiosyncratic standards on even

idiosyncratic producers (Hannan and Freeman, 1984). Nevertheless, the framework described here

leaves room for alternative drivers of innovation.

Conclusions

This article proposes a typology of innovation behavior in vertically differentiated markets. Producers

make offers to an audience that rewards them for the quality of their efforts. This quality measure

sorts the producers in a market, with those of the highest quality earning the largest rewards.

Innovation is risky, as it involves making changes with unknown costs and payoffs. Audiences impose

quality thresholds on producers in the setting, with those crossing the threshold winning outsize

rewards—fear of falling below these thresholds generates fear of innovation. The typology derives

from two features of this market setting: the innovation opportunities producers consider can be on

average quality-improving or quality reducing, favorable or unfavorable; and the quality thresholds

that audiences impose may be fixed or may be responsive to producers offers. Different combinations
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of these two factors activate innovation at different sites in the quality hierarchy: we may observe

innovation from the best producers, from mid-quality producers near the market threshold, from

the best and the middle, or from nowhere in the market.

This typology makes several contributions to past work. First, it expands the logic behind

the middle-status conformity argument to a broader scope, suggesting that the pattern of a static

middle and dynamism at the top and bottom of a hierarchy can describe hierarchies not just of

status but of arbitrary quality standards, and that the behavior this logic predicts can apply to

general innovation behavior. The mid-status conformity pattern, with stability in the middle and

innovation at the extremes, may be a feature of many different market settings.

Second, this typology naturally extends to a much broader set of markets, predicts a broader set

of innovation patterns, and hints at how thin the boundaries between different patterns may be.

The specific pattern of innovation in a market depends on the quality of available risks and the

responsiveness of quality thresholds to innovation. But the quality of innovation risks changes over

time, and audience standards may become or may reveal themselves to be more or less stable over

time. A market with a stable middle can easily transform into an unstable crucible. A market with

an innovative top can easily transition into stasis.

The most important contribution of this framework may be in its ability to build a bridge

between category theory and the work on strategic exploration in markets. The framework draws on

insights from both fields: On the one hand, audiences set quality thresholds in order to standardize

the offers producers bring to market. On the other hand, neither audiences nor producers know

what the real landscape of possible things may be. Producers respond to the explicit standard set

them by their audience, but they also respond to the potential of this veiled landscape. Audiences

attempt to regulate and schematize an otherwise chaotic market, but leave some room to learn

what’s out there. Incorporating strategic insights provides a way to deepen our understanding

of how audiences perceive and respond to markets. Incorporating audience explains how social

expectations shape the incentives of markets and the producers within them. A bridge between

these two fields improves both.
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